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NAMPA POLICE DEPARTMENT

PRESS RELEASE
Nampa Police Officers have made an arrest on a vandalism suspect that is responsible for
hundreds of vandalisms in the Nampa area. Nineteen year old Brewster Bisconer of
Nampa is the suspect arrested reference the vandalisms. He is currently in custody at the
Canyon County Jail with a $100,000.00 bond after confessing to doing vandalisms in the
Nampa area over the past several years and also stating to officers that he would continue
to vandalize when released.
Between 10-19-12 and 10-21-12 Brewster and his associate went on a tagging rampage
through the downtown area of Nampa as well as up 12th Avenue and a few other
locations around the city. During these episodes they primarily tagged their monikers
“deke” and “cong” as well as a few other acronyms to include “tm” “rgh” and “dyc.”
Nampa Police is thankful to the citizen that called and reported a vandalism in progress in
the area of Liberty Park on 10-22-12 which led to the identification of the suspects. After
receiving the report, Police Officers were able to make contact with Brewster and his
associate near Juniper and Constitution. As officers investigated the situation they
discovered that Brewster is the suspect that was using the moniker “deke” and were able
to link him to many of the vandalisms around town. On 10-23-12 Brewster was arrested
and charged with felony vandalism.
Nampa Police has continued to investigate this case and has now identified Brewster’s
associate who was using the moniker “cong.” Nampa Police are seeking a warrant for
this suspect for the charge of felony vandalism as well.
There was over $1500.00 damage done just during the crime spree between the 19th and
21st of October and thousands of dollars in damage and manpower estimated over the past
several years from Brewster. The partnership Nampa Police has with the community is
very valuable. In this case a critical phone call from an aware citizen helped bring down
two suspects who would have continued to cause damage in the community.
For further information contact Sgt. Tim Randall at 761-9184
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